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From The Office
This is the time of year when most people
are beginning to think about taking a break.
Planning summer holidays, spring cleaning
caravans, scanning the internet for last
minute breaks, checking weather forecasts for the perfect day for
Barbecuing.
However this is the time of year in St John’s when we are busier
than ever. We have just hosted another very successful Art
Exhibition – and a big thank you to all who gave their time and
talent to making that such a busy and well supported few days. And
now we are starting our third year of pizza nights. Again, these
Wednesday evenings could not happen without a myriad of
volunteers who come along to roll and slice, flour and oil, chop and
bake, wash and clean, serve and chat and there is always room for
more. If you haven’t made it along before, you will be very welcome
and even if pizza is not your favourite food, you will always find
someone to talk to, or familiar faces to catch up with.
You will also meet people from around the globe and people from
across the street you never knew, young families with wriggling
babies and older people enjoying the company, those with very
little in their pockets and those who can afford to support; Catholic,
Protestant, Hindu, Muslim, all gathering around a pizza oven and
receiving far more than something to eat.
Jesus remind us in Matthew’s Gospel ‘I was hungry and you gave me
all that I was hungry for. I was thirsty and you gave me all that I was
thirsting for. I was a stranger and you made me welcome. Sick and
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broken and you gave your time and your listening. I was in prison and
you came to me. Persecuted, tired and homeless, nowhere to lay my
head. Man and woman, child and aged, no-one to call my friend. Lost
and you rescued me. I assure you as often as you did it for the least
among you, you did it for me. ‘
We cannot feed everyone, we cannot meet the need of everyone, we
cannot comfort and support everyone. But we can throw our pebble
in the pond and be confident that it’s ever widening circle will reach
around the world.

May God bless your pebbles.

Rev Anne
An Evening Prayer
It’s nearly time for bed dear Lord,
I come again to pray.
I’d really like to thank you Lord,
For help all through the day.
I thank you for your patience Lord,
When I was losing mine,
For strength to keep my temper Lord,
So everything was fine.
Again I bring my friends dear Lord,
For many need your aid.
Bring comfort Lord - A peaceful night,
May they not be afraid.
My family I leave with you,
Please keep them in your care.
Keep each one safe and happy Lord,
Just knowing you are there.
Before I go to sleep dear Lord,
I thank you for your love.
For being my best friend each day,
Until we meet above.
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Goodbye for Now!

It’s with a heavy heart that I write a few lines that can never capture
how I feel about Newtownbreda Presbyterian Church. From the
moment Rev Anne asked me to come on the pastoral team here, I
have been overwhelmed by your welcome, your friendship and the
pleasure that it is to be part of this community. You have befriended
me and Joshua and Abigail , knowing that it was just for a short time
we'd be with you, yet held nothing back. I have loved visiting many of
you who can no longer make it to church, chatting and praying with
you, and hearing many fascinating stories of life in its varied colours.
I have enjoyed getting to know many of you, the regulars at church,
who are the essential heart beat of this place, and am constantly
amazed at your commitment and support to this whole community
and the generous out-stretched welcome you offer every person in
this area. You are the experts at hospitality and welcome!
Then Rev Anne...what can I say...a colleague who has become a
wonderful friend, and whose ministry and teaching I have thoroughly
enjoyed and benefitted from. Thank you for inviting me in. And lastly,
it really is a good sign, when you’re preaching at other churches and
your children are crying because they want to go to St. John’s!
We love you, and we’ll miss you, but we promise to visit soon.
God bless you

Karen , Joshua and Abigail
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The summer edition of the 2014 Chronicle gave detailed
reports of the activities of the church summarised
below…
Rev Anne Tolland was the minister, with Rev Bill Haslett
and Sarah Atchison the USA intern assisting, Rev Anne reminding
the congregation that, as summer holidays approached, rest,
relaxation, leisure, recreation and recuperation were God-given
gifts
Koinonia’ s 50 members ended a busy programme with a visit to
Blessingbourne estate
The Rainbows raised £400 for Tear Fund with a walk up to
Stormont
The Brownies marked their 100th birthday by visiting We Are
Vertigo and raising £100 for the charity Cash for Kids
The Guides had camped in Castlewellan Forest Park in June and
the Senior Section earned 5 Gold and 9 Bronze DofE awards as
well as 4 Chief Guide Challenge awards
The Bible Class Beetle Drive raised £400 for the Ulster Project to
America
13 members of the Friendship Circle founded in 1990 regularly
visited the housebound
Alex McConkey wrote of her return to her childhood church of
Newtownbreda
Sylvia Richardson described her visit to India with the Christian
charity Saphara
Asante were entertained by Rev Bill’s ventriloquist act with Bruce
Robinson as his dummy at their Daffodil tea
Newtownbreda’s Men’s Fellaship had a full programme enjoyed
by 25 men
Sunday School taught 15-30 children , raising £175 for a new
church building in Mullingar
Clare Orr had just arrived three months previously to work in
Senegal with Wycliffe
Squirrels had 18 boys on their rolls, Beavers 24 and the Cubs a
waiting list, while the Scouts were one of the larger troupes in the
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city, and the Explorers had visited USA
The first Messy Church had attracted 30 families
The PW ended a successful year with a trip to Montalto; Pins and
Needles raised £1200 for Send a Cow; Karen James went with Save
a Heart to Nigeria, the team conducting 12 open heart operations
Focus Youth Fellowship had a core of 15 students; Spark for
primary aged children met mid week for games, singing, activities
and craft; Carers and Tots attracted large numbers from the
community; while Strollers advertised nine interesting summer
walks led by Ken Orr
The Luncheon Club celebrated its tenth year with 50 regular
diners, raising £600 for the Halls Redevelopment ; Jim Peacock had
spent time at a racial reconciliation centre in Mississippi; the two
home groups of 27 members met twice monthly
Details of the people whose names were on the WWI memorial
were researched; the Compston family told their story of their
involvement with Newtownbreda; Knitting for Malawi continued
to send containers to Livingstonia
Junior, Senior and Veteran Badminton clubs continued despite
declining numbers, as did the Mixed Bowlers
There were 4 baptisms and 5 deaths in the last quarter

Date for your diary
Friday 20th September 2019
7.30pm

AUTUMN BARN DANCE

The recent PW Barn Dance was such a success that another has
been planned. If you missed the last one here’s an opportunity to
enjoy a night of fun and excercise and if you came along before
please join us again.
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Stem Cell Donation
by Craig Meek
In September 2018, I had the
pleasure of becoming a stem
cell donor with the Anthony
Nolan Trust. This was a great
experience which I felt warranted an article to raise awareness,
encourage people to join the register and address some
misconceptions about the donation process.
First, some background information. In the UK somebody is
diagnosed with a blood cancer, be that a leukaemia or
lymphoma, every 14 minutes. Each year there are over 2,000
people in need of a bone marrow or stem cell transplant. 75%
of these will not find a matching donor within their families and
so have to rely on finding an unrelated donor. Many readers
may be aware of a couple of recent high-profile cases in the NI
news highlighting the struggle to find a suitable donor.
The Anthony Nolan Trust has existed since 1974 and maintains
a bone marrow register from which it can facilitate transplant
matches for patients. In my case, I joined the register in 2013.
Joining is a simple and quick process requiring nothing more
than a swab from inside the cheek. In June of this year I was
contacted about being a potential match for a patient. By midSeptember, following a couple of blood tests and a medical, I
was in London donating my stem cells. As can be seen in the
picture I was connected to what was essentially a dialysis
machine which filtered off the required cells, a process named
PBSC. To ensure there are enough stem cells circulating in the
blood every donor gets several days of injections before
donating to stimulate the bone marrow to produce more cells.
The actual donation takes 4 hours and is painless. The only
'side effect' as such was some very mild bone pain caused by
the injections in the days before donation; this is expected,
temporary and managed simply with paracetamol.
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90% of donations are now done as PBSC. One of the biggest
misconceptions I have noticed is that many people still think
donating bone marrow is a painful, invasive process involving a
large needle being inserted into the hip. Historically this was the
case, but even this has now been improved to the point where
the remaining 10% undergoing this procedure get a general
anaesthetic and
recover quickly.
Overall the process
was simple,
convenient and I
would have no
hesitations about
doing it again. The
main aim I'd like to
emphasise is to
encourage everyone
to consider joining a
register – only 2% of
people in the UK are
on one. Currently Anthony Nolan is on a recruitment drive for
those aged 16-30 as research shows donations from this age
group are associated with better survival rates in patients.
Regardless, if you are outside this age range I would still
encourage you to search for and sign up to one of the other
registers. If on a register you have a 1 in 800 chance of being
matched to donate; this rises to a 1 in 200 chance if you are a
healthy young male.
The other aim is to encourage people to donate to Anthony
Nolan or any of the other bone marrow charities. Maintaining a
register is not cheap, and that's before the costs of facilitating
actual donations are added on. In my case the whole process
was incredibly well organised and all travel, accommodation and
other expenses were covered – it couldn't have been done any
more smoothly. If you are looking for a charity to support or are
willing to make a small donation, they are a very worthy cause to
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consider. Many thanks are due to Jacynth, Heather and Pauline
for arranging a Caim concert in April in support of Anthony
Nolan when the fantastic sum of £651.25 was raised.
Hopefully this short article has highlighted how simply joining or
supporting a bone marrow register can have a potentially
enormous impact for the recipients by giving them a fighting
chance against their illness. If you would like to find out further
information you can visit www.anthonynolan.org, or I am always
happy to be contacted about my personal experience.

Notes from St. John’s Eco-committee:
No. 4: Making a Difference

When I consider your heavens, the work of your fingers,
the moon and the stars, which you have set in place,
what is mankind that you are mindful of them, human
beings that you care for them?
You have made them a little lower than the angels and
crowned them with glory and honour. You made them
rulers over the works of your hands; you put everything
under their feet: all flocks and herds, and the animals of
the wild, the birds in the sky, and the fish in the sea, all
that swim the paths of the seas.
Lord, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the
earth!

The words of Psalm 8 (New International Version) remind us that all
the wonder of creation is the work of God, but also that we, as
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At the same time, there is a huge, widespread desire among many
people to do something about it. People ask about how we can make
a difference, and of course there are many things that the church is
doing, from composting food waste to reducing single use plastics.
Many of the congregation are doing these things at home too, but
many want to go further, and ask what else can be done. Here are
the most significant things we can do:
Eat less meat, especially beef
If you can't bear the thought of being vegetarian, don't worry cutting down is a great start. Going meat-free just one day a
week can have a huge impact - research published in 2018
showed that greenhouse gas emissions from agriculture would
be reduced by more than a half if we all only ate one portion of
red meat a week.
Fly less
Low cost air travel is great, but the carbon dioxide emissions from
planes are rising every year. Current international agreements
on climate change have so far excluded flights from regulation.

Drive less
Use the bus, walk, cycle. Easily said, but not so easily done. It
takes a bit of planning, and a bit of determination to keep doing
it, but of course there are health benefits too!

If you would like to help with the work of the eco-committee, or have
some ideas that we could follow up, speak to David McGibbon, Bruce
Robinson or Ken Orr.
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Newtownbreda Strollers 2019

10th Anniversary Year!
Thursday

Walk

at 7pm
Walk 1

Lagan Towpath

Park at Drum Bridge carpark, opposite the church

6 June

(Drum Bridge)

Grade: Flat with good paths. An out-and-back walk.

Walk 2
13 June

Walk 3
20 June
Walk 4
27 June

Walk 5
4 July

Walk 6
18 July

Quoile Nature Reserve

Holywood-Helen’s
Bay Coastal Path
The Broadwater
(Along the Lagan
Canal near Moira)
Cregagh Glen/ Lisnabreeny

Park at the Visitor Centre car park, Quay Rd, signposted from Strangford
Rd, outside Downpatrick.
Grade: Quoile - flat with reasonable paths, with Rory as our guide. The
wildflower meadows should be in full flower. Hard to believe that it’s 5
years since we were last there!
Park at Holywood NIR Station in good time to catch the 18.53 train to
Helen’s Bay, to walk back.
Grade: Flat with good paths.
**Please phone Christine on 07742 576995 for queries about this walk
Park at Moira Railway Station: turn off M1 at signs for Moira, then turn
right at sign for station at the start of the village.
Grade: Flat with good paths. An out-and-back walk.
** Please phone Annette on 07894 760248 for queries about this walk
Park at Loughview Drive on the upper side of the dual carriageway. We
will be aiming for the Rath at the top, and since it’s Independence Day,
we’ll visit the American Cemetery on the way down..
Grade: Steep with many steps, can be muddy after rain.

Cave Hill

Park in Car Park on the left of the drive to Belfast Castle, shortly before the
security gates for the castle itself. If it is full, you can park by the side of
the road. We will be taking the traditional route to the top, but returning via
the new steps round the quarry.
Grade: Steep in parts, and a number of rough patches.

Walk 7
25 July

Park at Scrabo car park.
Scrabo Quarries

Walk 8 Saturday

Cuilcagh Mountain,
Fermanagh

3 August

– all day outing

Grade: Good paths, but with some short steep sections up and down from
the quarries.
Park at Marble Arch car park. We won’t be visiting the caves, but will meet
there for coffee at 11am. Essential to book with Ken by 14 July.
Grade: A spectacular Board walk. Some rough mountain walking, likely to
be boggy. Boots and waterproofs essential.
Park at the main entrance near the Lake, for a choice of walks.

Walk 9
8 August

Walk 10
15 August

Walk 11
22 August

Hillsborough Lake
and Forest

Newtownabbey
Way (lower end)

Grades: A shorter walk, round the lake, flat with good paths;
or a more adventurous option to the far end of the forest, about twice as
far, with rough woodland tracks, some steeper parts, often muddy.
Park on Glenavna Manor. Drive to Whiteabbey along the M3, M2 and M5,
then round the two roundabouts. Follow the Shore Rd to where a spur
splits off to the left, just at a Spar shop and opposite to Whiteabbey Pres
Church. Turn left onto Glenavna Manor immediately before the church.
There is plenty of space for parking about 100m along the road.
Grade: Good paths but there is a steady, gentle uphill slope all the way.
This is an out-and-back walk with a number of possible stopping points;
some lovely views and sections of woodland.

Connswater Greenway - Comber
Greenway Loop

Park in the carpark beside C.S.Lewis square.
Grade: Flat with good paths. A circular walk, taking in parts of the two
Greenways.

If you have any queries or need a lift, phone Ken on 07901 944 001
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Tools for Solidarity meet the Prince!

Ken Orr and Peter Atchison, another volunteer with Tools, recently had
the honour of meeting Prince Charles at an evening Reception in
Hillsborough Castle, aimed at recipients of funding from the Prince of
Wales’ Charitable Fund (PWCF). The Prince of Wales took several
minutes out of a busy schedule to discuss the work of Tools for
Solidarity, and compared it with his own support for recycling
initiatives; we were impressed with his knowledge and his passion on
the issue.
The following day the Fund Manager for PWCF visited the Workshop
on Sunnyside Street. She spent almost two hours with us, seeing the
volunteers at work and then discussing in detail our projects at home
and abroad. With the Prince recently becoming Head of the
Commonwealth, they are particularly interested in our programme in
Tanzania. We look forward to further developing the relationship
between the two charities in the coming year.
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Community Pizza Nights – Help Needed

We plan to hold Pizza Nights for the congregation and community
from 5:30-7:30 pm on Wednesday evenings from May 29th until
August 28th – and we need a LOT of help!
Offers for one night, one month or for several nights spread over the
summer will all be appreciated.
WHEN AND FOR WHAT IS HELP NEEDED:
FIRST SHIFT (Setting up)
We need 8-10 people from 4:00-6:30pm.
Tasks at this time include setting up tables and chairs, preparing
toppings, rolling out bases, setting up the ovens and organising tea/
coffee break for volunteers.
SECOND SHIFT (Serving)
From 5:15-6:30 we need an additional 8-10 volunteers
Tasks at this time include welcoming, rolling out more bases, handing
out bases, serving toppings, operating the ovens, slicing pizzas and
dishwashing.
NOTE: We encourage those signing up for this shift to come and meet
with other volunteers around coffee/tea at 5pm, if you are free to do
so.
THIRD SHIFT (Serving)
From 6:30-7:30 we can use help from a second shift to take over on
the tasks listed.
FOURTH SHIFT (Clean-up)
From roughly 7:15-roughly 8:15 we need 6- 8 volunteers to put away
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tables, chairs and equipment, finish dishwashing and tidy-up.
There are enough potential volunteers;, we are encouraging
volunteers to simply sign up for one or more “Shifts” on the nights
you are available and whoever is Co-ordinating for that evening will
match you with a task when you come. Rather than volunteering for
a specific task. No one should feel they have to work more than one
or two of the four shifts on a given night.
There are sign up sheets posted near the hatch in the Foyer during
coffee time each Sunday indicating what spaces we still need to fill
for the coming Wednesday and the next few weeks.
.

Dear Rev Anne & Friends
A big thank you to everyone for the antique
Vinaigrette, 1841 by Nathaniel Mills which was
presented to me at the AGM to mark the occasion of my
stepping down as Congregational Secretary. It was most
unexpected but very much appreciated and something I will
always cherish.
Jenny also thanks you for the
beautiful flowers she received.
It has been my privilege to have
served as Congregational
Secretary for the past three
years and I will of course
continue to support the work in
Newtownbreda.
Best wishes
Brian
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Guides enjoying s'mores and learning to light fires on the new patio
Guides learning some DIY skills,
building shelf units!

Rangers canoeing on River Blackwater
Rangers hiking on Divis and Black Mountain
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19th Belfast Rainbow Unit
This has been a busy term for the Rainbows. We have continued to
have a great attendance with 28 girls on the register and average
attendance of 25 each week.
We continued to work on the
new Rainbow programme by
focusing on the First Aid Skills
Builder. We had a visit from
Dr Caren who talked to the
girls about keeping their bodies and minds healthy. Hilary
McCourt talked to them about
washing their hands and
cleaning their teeth. The girls
also tried out a digital detox
where they did different activities rather than watching TV.
Visits this year have been to
Lady Dixon Park and Seaforde Butterfly Farm. The
girls really enjoyed seeing all
the different butterflies at
Seaforde and the maze
proved a challenge for some
of the girls and leaders!
Other activities have included an Easter fun day, den building, making
s’mores, fundraising and having a pamper day.
We would like to thank all the parents and grandparents who have
helped with Rainbows this year. Without your help we would not be
able to offer such a range of activities for the girls.
Deborah, Ally, Jude, Laura, Sophie and Sophie
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Art Exhibition 2019
“A picture is a poem without words” (Horace)
Another very successful art exhibition was held in May this year. It was
the seventh of what has now become a bi-annual event, first started in
2007. We have over the period established a reputation within the
local artist’s circles for our professional handling and management and
they are eager to return again to have their work displayed.
Of course it
involves a great
deal of hard work
on behalf of not
only the Exhibition
Committee but
also of the whole
Church. The St.
John’s hall was
taken over from
Monday to
Saturday and large
numbers of the
congregation were
recruited for various duties. It is this combined effort which ensures
success.
The official opening on the preview night was by Daniel Clarke, the
leading art valuer of Ross’s Auction House. He gave the artists high
praise for the quality of their work and for the professionalism of the
display.
The exhibition is an excellent opportunity for our church to reach into
the community not only to display some of their work but also for a
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wider
response
from all walks
of life coming
to view and
perhaps
purchase.
Art has been
a part of
human
history since
the
beginning. It
has been
used to express how we feel to document of historical events, and to
“simply” capture creativity. Art is the expression or application of
human creative skill and imagination.
We as a church are grateful for having the opportunity of serving the
community.

Incidentally this
enterprise
raised £5,500
for church
funds.
Donald
Milliken
(Chairman)
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Koinonia - Killymoon Castle
The fact that it was European Election Day did not stop 40 members
of Koinonia and their friends heading off to Killymoon Castle for a
most enjoyable outing, after first being fortified mid morning by
coffee and Betty Milliken’s homemade biscuits in the Church Halls.
The weather was kind and the bus journey safe, so everyone arrived
in good form at their destination, in time for a delicious two course
lunch served in a beautiful period room framed by four enormous
corner mirrors, which gave the illusion of much greater space.
Afterwards there was a short history of the castle and a very

entertaining guided tour of the different parts which had been
restored. Originally built in 1671 by James Stewart the castle was
burned to the ground in 1801, but later restored to even greater
glory by the famous London architect John Nash. Over the
intervening years parts however fell into disrepair as various owners
were unable to finance its upkeep, and during the Second World War
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it was a training ground for
American pilots preparing for D
Day. Currently the castle is a
private residence and the
owners and a group of friends
have been restoring it ,
replacing the roof and
electricity completely, then
furnishing and redecorating it
room by room as time
permitted, creating different
decors to reflect the different
periods of its history. Now it has
tea rooms open to the public as
well as being available for
weddings and group visits to
the house and well kept
gardens.
Thanks are due to Donald
Milliken and Hazel Francey
for organizing this most
enjoyable outing, and
everyone was back at
Newtownbreda well before
seven pm with plenty of
time to cast their votes and
reflect on what they had
learned about a piece of less
well known Northern
Ireland’s history.
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PW Outing 29th May

The group had a lovey lunch at Balloo House before moving to 2nd
Comber Presbyterian church to visit their ‘Festival of Praise Banners’.
These depicted the seasonal life of the church, interpreted in textiles
using patchwork and embroidery techniques. They were made by
nine ladies of the church over the past five years. Of course our visit
was finished with afternoon tea at the church!!
The banners were very inspirational and the trip was enjoyed by all.

Helen
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Bill Haslett reflects - on an exemplary life.
On the first Sunday of 1977, shortly before leaving to conduct the
New Year’s Day service in Port Glasgow, the manse telephone
rang bringing devastating news from Belfast. A terrorist bomb
planted for no apparent reason in the car of one of our dearest
friends had exploded as she turned on the ignition, causing
injuries so terrible that her legs had to be amputated. She had
gone through extensive surgery and her life was hanging in the
balance.
In the summer four years later after she had returned from a three
week holiday in America we spent a weekend with our young
family in the bungalow which she had commissioned to her own
design. She gave us a splendid time, presiding over everything
from her wheelchair, refusing to let us help with anything except to
wash the dishes after the wonderful meals she had cooked, and
laughter reigned supreme most of the time. She had a great
sense of fun.
With sturdy independence and her cheery disposition she had
surmounted such a devastating life-changing experience so
remarkably that it was easy to forget to enquire about her own
health as she continued to help and encourage others about
whom she was concerned, often raising funds for the disabled.
Later she was to cope with two different forms of cancer, facing
each day with courage, determination and independence, with
warmth and kindness for everyone she met.
After a fulfilled exemplary long life throughout which she imparted
so much love and strength to others, and in which at times she
had endured intense pain, death came peacefully to her two
months ago.
She had many friends, some very dear and special who were with
her right to the end.
It was a privilege for us as a family to have had such a close
friendship for so many years.
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One of the remarkable things about Our Lord is that he accepted the
human situation completely, as much at home as we are in all its
doubts and uncertainties, pain and sorrow, and revealed a way of
living with and through them in order in the end to overcome them.
All our own protests, questions, and disappointments lead to that
ultimate protest and question in which the Son of Man from his cross
shared our dilemma and question,
“My God, my God, why ... ?”
In that simple and intense suffering acceptance of destructive
contradiction there was achieved that fullness of knowledge where
knowledge and life are one and the same. It was through doubt
which led to certainty that Christ came to Resurrection, and that
Calvary gave way to the mighty triumph of Easter.
‘Father into thy hands... ’
‘Rise heart, thy Lord is risen.
Come sing his praise without delays,
Who takes thee by the hand
That thou likewise with him might rise.’ *
It is still Easter.
George Herbert *

NEW HOME CELEBRATION
Zana Yousuf Poor arrived in Northern Ireland from his home in
war-ravaged Kurdish Iran in January 2018. He had neither
money nor passport and was unable to communicate in English
beyond a few basic words. Just over a year later, on 26th April
2019, St John’s Newtownbreda held a party in honour of his
refugee status which grants him Home Office approval to live
and work in Northern Ireland for the next 5 years.
The interim months tell a story of remarkable courage and
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resilience. Arriving in an alien
culture, unable to work or
communicate clearly and
deprived of the routine that may
have given your previous life
dignity is so daunting that it
would be very easy for overseas
immigrants to drift and hide.
This isn’t Zana’s style. In the
past year he has pitched himself
wholeheartedly into a new life.
He has studied English at
NICRAS, Meeting Point and St.
John’s, volunteered at our
community pizza nights,
volunteered with Conservation
Volunteers and on Jubilee Farm
and beaten nearly everyone at
table tennis, apart from one much older man who has the
measure of him, at Meeting Point. His arrival at one of the pizza
night’s last summer was the catalyst for a significant number of
refugees and asylum seekers becoming welcome guests in our
fellowship. In a very short space of time, Zana has become a
valued and respected friend.
On the night of
the party he
arrived in
traditional
Kurdish dress,
drawing a few
startled
glances en
route from
passengers on
the
two buses that
brought from
23

his home in North Belfast. Guests waiting for him included
friends from Northern Ireland but also from Iraq, Iran, Egypt,
Bhutan, Sudan, Somalia and Uganda. An excellent meal was
followed by chatting and dancing – first an Iranian dance that
circled the room with one leg put in and out most elegantly; then
a traditional hokey-cokey that put one leg in and out with
considerably less elegance. After that the Western Europeans in
the room had the sense to just sit down and watch the sinuous
elegance of Persian dancing and the more vigorous elegance of
African dancing. Later it is a measure of the guest of honour that
Zana was insisting on putting tables away once his own party
was over.
It was a wonderful evening. Thanks are due to Janet Robinson
whose idea it was in the first place, to Root Soup for catering
and to Mark Patty for his work on the decks. On one level it was
simply very good fun. But on another, it was a memorable
testament to the life-affirming force of Christian outreach and
fellowship.

Happy are those who are
merciful to others: God
will be merciful to them!
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Greetings from America
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Now that same day two of them were going to a village
called Emmaus, about seven miles from Jerusalem. 14 They
were talking with each other about everything that had
happened. 15 As they talked and discussed these things with
each other, Jesus himself came up and walked along with
them; 16 but they were kept from recognizing him.. (Luke
24:13-16)

I love this passage in our scripture as we journey throughout this Easter
Season. We have discerned and prepared during Lent, we have
celebrated on Palm Sunday, we have broken bread on Maundy
Thursday, carried the cross of Good Friday and rejoiced at the empty
tomb of Easter Sunday. Then we have our now what. Now, what are we
called to make of this? Now, what are we called to do? Now, how are we
called to respond?
Now we are journeying with the knowledge of the Risen Christ and what
we soon learn, much like Cleopas and the disciple here soon learn, is
that we are also journeying with Jesus. The events of Easter had not
gone as the disciples had hoped. There was great fear, disappointment
and uncertainty. I wonder if you have ever had an experience where
things changed and in the midst of the changes it hurts.
I know I have and I know that in those moments God seemed very
distant. What I also learned from those moments and hear in this
passage is the encouragement to keep going. After some time, we begin
to see God’s fingerprints here and there. Perhaps we saw how Jesus
was walking with us there in plain sight, but we just didn’t recognize him
at that moment, much like with the disciples on the road to Emmaus.
I love the idea that Jesus is journeying with us. It encourages me that
though the journey may not be easy and there will be many occurrences
that cut deep, Jesus is there, helping open my eyes to Gods’ Spirit at
work amongst us.
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Journeying is a common topic of conversation here in Nebraska
currently. We experienced some of our worst flooding in history just two
months ago. Roads to the North, South East and West got washed
away. Small towns and dams disappeared before our eyes and rivers
rose over 15 feet above their previous cresting record. Through the
destruction, drama and devastation we are reminded that Jesus is there
journeying with us.
The weather has finally warmed up a little and we recorded our first 90
degree (32 C) day since October 7th. I was more amused when we
celebrated the fact that there was a 100 day stretch in which the
weather had not been above 70 degrees (21 C). I informed them
confidently that Northern Ireland can easily surpass a 100 day stretch
without going above 70 degrees!
The warmer weather has allowed us all to get outside. Phoebe & Eli
have been enjoying end of year field trips to the Zoo and Parks as well
as riding their bikes around the neighborhood like crazy!

Melodie continues to strengthen her arm again and the healing has
been relatively smooth, although she suggests that I should continue to
do the housework just to be safe!
I am continuing to serve and love the people of Fourth Presbyterian. I
will celebrate 6 years at the end of the summer and we continue to
enjoy journeying alongside one another. I did also just complete
another high school soccer season which the church graciously allows
me to coach as part of our community outreach!
As you journey towards your summer adventures and the warmer
seasons, may you be encouraged that Christ is journeying with you.
May you be challenged by those you meet on the road and may your
eyes be opened to the work God has before you. Speaking of
journeys…. we do have one planned at the start of July back to Belfast
so will look forward to saying ‘hello.’
God Bless,
Steve Pointon
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“ LEFT TO THEIR OWN DEVICES “
Feedback from a recent Care for the Family Event

“As parents, we must help our children make full use of all the
advantages of digital technology, as well as safe guarding them
from the potential dangers”
Rob Parsons - Founder of Care for the Family

The digital age has been called “The Democratization of Learning”.
This event positively explored our digital world giving practical advice
on three “C’s”:
CONDUCT
What it means to behave well online: when and how we use our
phone - at school? mealtimes? bedtimes?
CONTACT
Friends and strangers. What contact is appropriate? Having
boundaries on the conversations we have and the information and
images to be shared.
CONTENT
Thinking about filters and other tools to protect our children from
inappropriate, distressing or harmful online content.

“We don’t just have to leave our children to their own devices. We
can teach them to manage their freedom well and to make wise
choices in a world where all choices are possible. We do this by
placing values in their hearts that will be a compass for their lives.”
Katharine Hill - UK Director, Care for the Family
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Deaths
Mrs Helen Todd
Mrs Meta Kane
Mrs Maureen Burnison
Mr Ben Marks

Died 5th March 2019
Died 28th March 2019
Died 4th April 2019
Died 13th April 2019

Dates for the Diary
June
Sunday 2nd
Sunday 9th

10.30am
10.30am
7.00pm

Sunday 16th 10.30am
Sunday 23rd 10.30am
Sunday 30th 10.30am

Communion Service
Childrens’ Day & League of
Church Loyalty Prize Giving
Choral Evening Prayer for
Pentecost – Jubilate Chamber
Choir
Cradle Roll Service
Rev Anne
Rev Karen Mbayo

July
Sunday 7th 10.30am
Sunday 14th 10.30am
Sunday 21st 10.30am
Sunday 28th 10.30am

Rev Bill
Rev Anne followed by reception
for Rev Karen
Rev Anne
Rev Anne

August
Sunday 4th

10.30am

Rev Anne
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Sunday 11th 10.30am
Sunday 18th 10.30am
Sunday 25th 10.30am

Rev Anne
Rev Anne
Rev Anne

Flower List
July
7th

Mrs R Johnston

14th

Mrs W Robb

21st

Mrs H Adamson

28th

Mrs G McKenzie

August
4th

Mrs E Baker

11th

Mrs A Livingstone

28th

Mrs J Cairndfuff

28th

Mrs J Robinson

September
1st

Mrs G Chambers

8th

Mrs I Brown

15th

Mrs C Gibson

22nd

Mrs J Caskey

29th

Mrs J McQuiod

PS: If anyone wishes to contribute to this list please contact Clare
Pollock.
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Community Pizza Nights
At St John’s, Newtownbreda
Wednesdays 5:30 – 7:30 pm
(Last week in May - the end of August)

What’s it all about?
The clue is in the name. Although we make and eat lots of pizza, and
enjoy doing both, it is really about building and celebrating
community.
“While our understanding of Christian faith shapes the values behind
Community Pizza Nights, the experience of Community Pizza Nights is
also shaping our understanding of Christian faith.”

Some values we try to follow
·

Welcome everyone

All ages. All backgrounds. Those who adore pizza and those who just
enjoy being with others.

·

Keep it simple

We serve pizza and chilled water.
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·

Cater for children

Noise, spills and a bit of chaos are a small price to pay for the
pleasure of children’s company! We also know it can be difficult for
young children to wait. So, from time to time we give them a special
pass to ‘leap frog’ to the front of the queue.

·

Don’t charge those who come!
There is no charge and this is NOT a fund-raiser.

·

Work in partnership

We share space, equipment and volunteers with Root Soup, a social
enterprise of L’Arche Belfast, delivering ‘Culinary Training for Adults
with Learning Disabilities.’

·

Be environmentally friendly

No disposable dishes, cups or spoons. We wash and reuse them. We
also recycle all we can, including food waste.

·

Reduce food waste

We are fortunate to be able to make use of perfectly good ‘surplus
to need’ but fresh food both from a local manufacturing firm and an
area supermarket, rather than see those items being thrown out.
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CHRISTIAN AID SUNDAY NEWTOWNBREDA
Christian Aid Sunday started bright and early as about 50 of us
gathered together for a delicious breakfast...cooked or continental
(yum!), provided for us by Alison and her fabulous Root Soup Team.
Thank you to all who came, and enjoyed and contributed.
Later that evening, the Red Envelope Delivery Team went round the
area, and finished off their efforts back at the Church, sharing pizza
and good craic together, as thanks for their help.
Thank you to each one, who went later in the week to collect the
envelopes from the district, raising a grand total of £3491.24 to give to
Christian Aid, for their work in Sierra Leone, from Newtownbreda this
year.
Next year we hope to see even more of you enjoying the fellowship
and being part of such a successful fundraising week...but for now,
enjoy the photos, and see if you recognise anyone with their mouths
full.
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62nd Squirrel Drey
The Squirrels have been working very hard on their
‘I’m Learning’ badge .
They learnt about wild animals with Debbie Doolittle who came one evening;
had a Fire Safety Drill to learn what to do it the event of a fire; Rounders was a
new game for them to learn; Mary showed them how to wash their hands and
brush their teeth properly and last Saturday they visited Mount Stewart for a
Nature Day. This was enjoyed both by the squirrels and their parents.
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